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1. Background

Literature is pointing out that permanent and recurring stress is part in everyday life of young children and adolescents, especially when stressors result from school contexts or other achievement-oriented contexts (e.g. Seiffge-Krenke & Lohau, eds.), 2007; Frydenberg, 1997). For example, the study by Lohau (1996) found that 72% of the seven to 11-year-old children (N = 342) perceive stress in specific situations. The most frequent situations are

1. Tests at school
2. Homework
3. Disputes with friend or family
4. High extend of leisure activities

How do children and adolescents cope with chronic stress when they are in two achievement-oriented contexts? (figure 1)

The science of sport is one area which addresses this question above. Empirical studies have shown that active top athletes differ from non-active children and adolescents concerning their perception and coping with chronic stress (e.g. Richartz & Brettschneider, 1996; Hoffmann & Richartz, 2006).

In more detail, Hoffmann & Richartz (2006) found out that top athletes between seven and 12 years of age state lower stress ratings, even their double burden of school and training, than the control group of non-active children. Furthermore, young top athletes’ personal stress resources (e.g. self-concept) are more developed which is one reason for the lower stress ratings.

In addition, social resources such as parents, teachers and peers have a huge influence on chronic stress processes, whereby the quality of relationship between the child and the parents has a central meaning (Richartz et al., in print).

Are there similarities between young top athletes and young top musicians concerning their perception of chronic stress? (figure 2)

Hoffmann (2007) provided evidence by using parallelized samples of top athletes, Thomann (Thomaner choir, Leipzig) and non-active pupils (control group). The results showed, that both, top-athletes and top-musicians show similarities in their perception of chronic stress but also provide protective resources which are more developed than these of the control group.

2. Aim & Research questions

Generally, little is known about the perception and coping of young top musicians. Therefore I would like to address this issue by examining chronic stress of musically gifted children as young top musicians. Instead of reinvent the wheel, the first question would be:

To what extend can research parameters of the science of sport be linked to the area of music science to answer the research questions?

2.1 Theoretical framework

In general, most research is based on cognitive-transaxonal stress model by the research group around Lazarus (since 1966, cf. Richartz et al., in print) which seems appropriate for my approach, too. The author’s key points are: Firstly, because individuals react differently on the same stressors, the situational context has to be taken into consideration. Secondly, coping - the emotional, physical and behavioural reaction to the stressor - is included in the stress reaction (figure 1).

2.2 Research questions:

External circumstances (context):
1. Which objective requirements exist at school (e.g. examinations, homework etc.) and music academy (e.g. performances, practising etc.)?
2. What time effort is linked to these requirements?
3. How do musically gifted children characterise these requirements?
4. What individual requirements do musically gifted children have relating to school and music academy?

Individual person (subject):
5. To what extend do musically gifted children and adolescents perceive chronic stress?
6. How do musically gifted children and adolescents cope with chronic stress?

Social resources:
7. How do the following variables family, peers, school teacher, instrumental teacher influence the chronic stress perception and the coping of musically gifted children? (figure 2)

3. Methodological considerations

A triangulation of qualitative and quantitative methodologies seems to be appropriate for this research topic.

However, linked to the research on Richartz & Brettschneider (1996) external circumstances should be evaluated during interviews.

Firstly, participants should fill out a typical week schedule (figure 3). Their schedule should display the following parameters:
- Time of waking up and going to bed
- Time effort at school
- Time effort of homework and test preparation
- Time effort at the music academy
- Time effort of practising the instrument
- Leisure Time
- Time effort of commuting

Secondly, participants should estimate different stress levels of the parameters using a visual-analog-scale.

Fig. 1: Cognitive-transactional Model (in Richartz et al., in print)

Fig. 3: Week schedule of a female swimmer of the 8th grade (in Richartz & Brettschneider, 1996, p. 47)

4. Further perspectives

- Generally, further research is needed because chronic stress is mainly examined in the domain of adults, but little is know in the domain of children.
- The methodological challenge is to measure the subjective perception of chronic stress of young participants in a reliable way.
- There are many unanswered questions asking of an adequate way of advancement for the musically gifted children.
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